The temperature and concentration fields produced by turbulent mixing of two reactants undergoing a one-step, very rapid, irreversible, exothermic reaction are studied . Temperature and concentration fields decay in two stages: kinetically driven and diffusion controlled. Stochastic solutions are derived for the firs t stage, the asymptotic state of which displays all the characteristics of species segregration . In particlar, onl y a weak correlation between the concentration and temperature fields is generated in the first stage . For the special case of equal mass diffusivities and a Lewis number of one the solution to the second stage i s obtained in terms of the solution of a nonreacting binary mixing problem . An approximate solution for Lewis numbers different from one is proposed. The temperature field seems to decay with an effective thermal diffusivity determined by the smaller of the molecular mass and thermal diffusivities .
INTRODUCTIO N
All previous attempts at formulation of a statistica l theory of turbulent reactive flows, 1 -5 are concerne d with the isothermal case . The general assumptions are ven-dilute concentrations and a moderate heat o f reaction . Then, one can legitimately neglect the reaction generated temperature field . The effort has beeli concentrated on predicting the evolution of the concentration fields-by itself a formidable problem .
Encouraged by the simple fonnulation presented i n Ref. 5 for the limit of very rapid reactions, we undertoo k the task of a more general formulation . For a clear understanding of the philosophy of the method we refe r the reader to Ref . 5 . Slight modifications of the assumptions and results presented there are mentione d (Ref. 5, p . 9 footnote) . In the following we emphasiz e the additional assumptions that are needed to deriv e results for the temperature field and temperature concentration correlations .
In Sec . II, we present a general formulation of th e problem and definitions of symbols that have bee n employed . We also discuss the characteristic chemica l time tl . In Sec. III stochastic solutions in terms of moments are presented . The asymptotic state is see n to be one with intense relative fluctuations in concentration, large positive values of skewness an d kurtosis for the concentration fields, large negative o r positive values of the skewness of the temperatur e field and a low degree of correlation between concentration and temperature at the same point .
In Sec . IV A ., with a restriction to equal mass diffusivities and a Lewis number of unitv, the last findin g is used to express an approximate solution to the diffusion controlled stage in terms of the solution to a binarv mixing problem . Some results for final perio d turbulence are sketched in Sec . IV B .
In Sec . V, an approximate solution i s the situation in which the Lewis number
II. FORMULATIO N
We consider a one-step, irreversible, very rapid , second-order, exother111ic chemical reaction with a n Arrhenius type rate constant in a homogeneous fieldof turbulence . Schematically, nA-{-B-> products + heat .
We ignore any dynamic role played by the chemica l heat release or by mass production and assume isochoric flow, that is, we neglect density changes and their effect on the u field .
The equations governing such a system are s
where ra = Ya/v and r B = YB, YA and Y B being the mass fractions of species A and B, respectively, y is the stoichiometric mass ratio A/B, DA and D 6 are th e molecular diffusivities of A and B, a is the therma l diffusivity of the mixture, Cp is the mean specific hea t at constant pressure of the mixture, Q is the heat releas e per unit mass of B, K(T) =(nAp/WB ) exp(-Ea /RT ) is the Arrhenius rate constant, W6 is the molecula r mass of B, A is the preexponential factor, p is the mea n density of the mixture, Ta= E,,/R° is the activatio n temperature, and T is the temperature of the mixture . At first glance we recognize the unclosed nature o f the moment formulation aggravated by the exponentia l teliu in K(T) . Higher-order nonlinearities are introduced by including the temperature dependence of the rate constant . Furthermore, a new challenge is offere d by the stochastic treatment of exponentials of a random variable .
The time scale for chemical kinetics may be chosen as
The solutions of (5), (6), and (7) ar e
where To is the initial temperature of the mixture and T(t) is the mean temperature at time 1 .
Since for an e.r-qthermic reaction tl > t*, we will choos e t l as the characteristic chemical time and define a rapi d chemical reaction as one in which t1 «t, where t is th e smaller of the convective and the diffusive characteristic times . It has been shown' that under these circumstances the random scalar fields will decay in tw o stages ; first, a kinetically driven stage and then on e which is diffusion controlled .
III. KINETICALLY DRIVEN STAGE
For a verv rapid reaction and tl <t<tT , the equations describing the system are
where x, y, and z stand for 17,1 (0), P B (0), and T(0) , respectively .
Equations (9) and (10) are identical to those studie d previously5 and from (8), the asymptotic computations for the concentration fields remain unchanged . Here , we also consider temperature moments and concentration-temperature cross correlations . From (11)
(6) corresponding to the total consumption of species B and A, respectively .
We assume x and y stochastic and independentiv distributed, and z deterministic and uniform for th e initial mixture at, say, z= T(0) . Then ,
Since we are interested in asymptotic results a s t-›oo, we will resort to the use of the new variabl e
r being a stretched time scale . As the real time l evolves , the scale for T will increase very rapidly due to th e Arrhenius exponent which produces an acceleratin g effect upon the chemical reaction . 8) is not useful where accelerating effects are of primarv importance . For example, in the ignition of a turbulent mixture the difference in temperature between tw o points in the fluid due to temperature fluctuations ma v result in a thermal runaway at one of the points . I n that case we cannot avoid the exponential term . For laminar flow fields this situation has been examined, 7 but for turbulent flow the need of a stochastic treatment for exponentials of a random variable appears t o be a formidable complication .
+ xP(x) dx J * P(y) **Y) , ( 12)
P(x) and P(y) are the probability density function s of x and y . and Y->A(y i Q-2 ), where
and v>0 , Xexpl\ 2o-2 where µ = 1nx, v2=(lnx-µ)2 .
,u and v2 do not correspond to the mean and variance of the concentration distribution, but they are related .8 For example, the larger o-is, the more intense th e initial concentration fluctuations . As v->0, y2 (0)--> 0 and all higher-order moments of y vanish (deterministic case) . y represents a fluctuation in concentration about the mean value . By posing the problem i n terms of initially prescribed probability density functions, rather than initial moments, we avoid the question about the uniqueness of the asymptotic result s that the second formulation would have raised .9 Furthermore, we have performed the same computations for different classes of initial probabilitv densit v functions obtaining essentially the same asvmptotic results .
On substituting P(x) and P(y) into Eqs . (12) , (13), and (14), the following results are obtained : 
which is useful only for very small v, say, v<0 .2. _ To obtain a useful semiquantitative upper bound o n 02 ( 00 )/T2(00 ), we need information about the characteristic temperature increment due to chemical hea t release compared to the initial temperature of th e mixture . We may distinguish the following cases : For case (iii) and Q=1 .0 the value of yB( *)/P( co )11 ( ) is 0 .14. We see that the approximation
is a good one, except in the limit of ver y large initial concentration fluctuations and highly exothermic reactions, i .e ., CP T (0) «Q' (0) . The picture of the asymptotic segregated state ca n also be used to physically justify the assumption of a very weak correlation between concentration and temperature . "Cells" of A and B are separated by "reaction zones" 11 of a thickness of the order of th e smallest length scale of the scalar field 77s. There will b e peaks of temperature in that reaction zone, while i n that same zone concentrations of A and B will approac h zero . Within the cells we will also have some milder temperature and concentration fluctuations generate d from the initiation of the kinetically driven stage unti l segregation has taken place . The dimensions of th e cells will be of the order of the characteristic lengt h scale of the initial spatial distribution of the chemica l species, sav, L, . If homogeneity and ergodicitv are use d to equate probabilistic averages with volume averages , then, since the ratio of reaction volume to total volum e is proportional to % / Lc, the contribution of regions of intense temperature and concentration fluctuations i s limited to a fraction ,7 ,g/Lc of the total volume . Outsid e the reaction volume I'T is approximatelv PT .
IV . DIFFUSION CONTROLLED STAG E
As spatial segregation takes place molecular diffusio n across the reaction surface becomes important, and i s enhanced by the line and surface stretching produce d by the turbulent field . For t> tT every term in th e general equations must be retained :
-( CP T IQ)] •
The initial conditions for the diffusion controlle d stage will be the asvmptotic state of the kineticall y driven stage . The turbulent field is taken as fully described a priori and unaffected bv chemical heat or mass production .
For the case of not verv rapid reactions a momen t formulation would be required . We have alread y mentioned that the inherent difficulty of the closure o í the turbulent reactive flow i-'•' 2 is sharpened by th e introduction of the exponential dependence on temperature .
A . Case DA =DR =D and Le=D/a= 1 Under these restrictions the equations becom e PA (28 )
where
¢(x, t) = FA (x, t)+(CP/Q)T(x, t) ,
satisfving the equations Lx=O,
which can be recognized as the equations of binar y turbulent mixing .12 In order to obtain an explicit solution for the temperature field we need an additional assurnption in th e present formulation . Recalling that in the kineticall v driven stage we obtain y6 ( cc ) / i' ( cc ) T ( oc ) «1, w e make the extra assumption that this ratio is small a t anv time t of the diffusion controlled stage, Le . , y8(1)/P(1)T(1)«1 for t>tT . As far as lower-orde r moments are concerned we mav then replace the svste m of equations (28) It is clear that P(t) tends to decrease as 1 evolves , at a rate dictated by turbulent convective transpor t and molecular diffusion . On the other hand, T(t ) increases for an exothermic reaction . The produc t P(t) T(t) can be shown to decrease, in general, as time increases, i .e . ,
at r(t)T(t) Q (* r(t) -T(t))
A destruction of yB(t) will be produced by the sam e mechanism of molecular diffusion enhanced by line an d surface stretching by the turbulent field . The effects for decreasing r(1)T(I) are limited to the reactio n surfaces, where heat and products of reactions are bein g generated . The rapid destruction of 9(t) will occur i n all volume elements, those inside the cells and those a t the reaction surfaces . Presumably, then
if the restrictions mentioned in the derivation of th e last inequality are imposed . An initial stochastic description of P A (x, 0), PB (x, 0) , and T(x, 0) is equivalent to the knowledge of x(x, 0 ) and 1,1/(x, 0) stochastically . Formally, we now pose th e following problem :
at a later time . PX, k[x(x, t), 1,1/(x, t)] is the joint probability densit y function of x and at the same point x and time t . Because of the homogeneity assumption P[x, ,y, t ] is independent of x . For simplicity, we will solve the problem in terms of lower-order moments of x and *. Since I'a> _ 0, P R >0 and PA Pe-›0 for a very rapi d reaction :
¢ is a positive definite random variable . Hence, we ca n write the following expressions for the joint and singl e probability density functions of Pa, I'B, and T, i n terms of the joint probabilitv densitv function of th e binary turbulent mixing case :
for x>0, (35 )
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where P X,p is the joint probability densitv function o f x and * for the binary mixing case, P X and P* are th e single probability densitv functions of x and * for th e simple turbulent miYing case, an d
Note that the probability density function of T may b e different for cells of A than for those of B .
Because of homogeneity (t) =X and 17/(t) =yT . Then, i' A (t) -P* (t) . Assuming stoichiometric rati o of A and B, and svmmetry for P(x, 0) :
With the assumption yB(t)/T(t)T(t)«1, we may writ e (cP/Q) 2T'(t)= ,1,2(t)-Zx 2(t)-G * x 1 ( t )+2 1 x 12(1) .
(45 ) Also, x* (t) = zx2 ( t ) •
Higher-order moments may be obtained under som e additional restrictions .
B . Final Period of Decay in Terms of Moments
Let x = X+x ' and =T-1-,1', where x ' and 1,1/' are the fluctuations of x and >G about the means X=0 and 7: , respectively . Then, x2 (t) = X"(t), 1, G2 (t) _ P+1 2 (t) , 1 x 1=1 x ' j, and 2x 'V ' (t) = x '2 (t) . For the relative temperature fluctuations we obtain the expressio n
Had we had available experimental or theoretical information from the binary mixing problem on th e eYplicit evolution with time of X"(t), >/i '2 (t) an d * x' *(t), we would be able to predict the evolutio n in time of O(t)/T2(t) . We have been unable to find such data except for the final period of decay . Fo r for all time, Since x' 1 (t)=2i'(t), and the decay rate for r (t) has been shown 13 to be I 1 (t) = Cgt -3/4 , we finally obtain ,
02(1)l712(t)`v0 (1-3/2)
as t-*oo,
The temporal behavior displayed by Eq . (48) is identical to that of the final period of decay of a temperature field without reaction .t ' It is convenient to note that x' and satisfy th e equations with L= á +u•v-DV2.
at.
X and being similarlv distributed initially we ca n write
where C is a constant . Therefore, Eq . (47) reduces t o
82(
Thus, given the initial stochastic distribution fo r x and ¢, Le ., C and we can obtain B2 (1)/T 2 (t) fro m a single turbulent mixing experiment for which w e measure x'2(1) and 1 x' (t) . The latter quantity has never been systematically investigated, to our knowledge . 
V . CASE OF
From Eq . (52), we obtain all needed informatio n about I'A (x, 1) . In the same spirit as before we will assume xAB*/XA T*«1, where XA and B* represent th e fluctuations about the mean of the two random variable XA and T*, respectively .
From Ref . 13, y A 2 (t) _(,r-1/2r) Q2 (t) , under th e restrictions stated there . Thus, from Eq . (57) we may write
where 4)' represents the fluctuations about the mean o f the random variable O' . Then , *t,'2= mA2(t)-1-lIT*2(t),
where µ A2 (1) and 1.1 T .2 (1) stand for the mean-squar e fluctuations of the random variables XA and CP T*/Q . For final period turbulence
Assume an effective thermal diffusivity a, . Then ,
Substituting into Eq . (58) J we obtai n ae = aD/ ( Kia3l2 -I-K2 D3J2 ) 2/ 3
where K 1 = (Cl'-?r-1/2rC3')/C' and K2 =C2 ' /C ' . Kl and K2 can be related to an invariant obtained by Corrsin, t ' namely, /* . 
VI . CONCLUSION S
We have reduced the problem of turbulent reactiv e flows with a very rapid exothermic reaction, to th e stochastic solutions obtained for the kineticallv drive n stage, and to the solution of the turbulent binar y mising problem for the diffusion controlled stage whe n
We have shown that starting with a uniform temperature field we can generate significant temperatur e fluctuations due solely to the random nature of th e S . Corrsin For reactions which are not so fast no simple solutions can be expected . Closure approximations are needed with the attendant complications . In particular, the ignition of a turbulent reactive mixtur e cannot be treated along these lines .
Another aspect which deserves detailed consideration is the assumption that the reaction has n o dvnamic effect upon the turbulent field . This mav b e reasonable only for weak chemical heat release an d dilute concentrations of A and B . The stochasti c treatment of exponentials of random variables seem s to be an area in which much more work is needed, i f one is ever to formulate a more general momen t theorv of nonisothermal turbulent reactive flows, as i n turbulent combustion, for example .
